
apETr, rEXV, DEMOCRACY AND SOPHISTS: 

PRO TAGORAS 3 6b-328d 

AT Protagoras 3I6b8 Socrates introduces Hippocrates to Protagoras, and explains why 
Hippocrates wishes to be his pupil; and for the next twelve pages of the dialogue the sophist, 
encouraged by Socrates, expounds his views and methods, and explains what Hippocrates 
may expect to learn from him. The passage is a confused and confusing piece of Greek, 
and forms the philosophical introduction to one of Plato's more baffling dialogues. The 
confusions are, I believe, present in the Greek: we are not here concerned merely with 
problems created for the modern reader by his misunderstanding of Greek words. In 
translation, however, and in the light of the intervening centuries of philosophy, Protagoras' 
position may well appear much less plausible than it must have appeared to a Greek of 
Protagoras' (or Plato's) own day. My purpose in this article is to try to explain why a 
Greek might have found it more plausible; what type of Greek was most likely to be 
convinced; and the motive of Protagoras in presenting his case in the manner in which he 
does present it. ('Protagoras' throughout, of course, is to be understood as 'the Protagoras 
of Plato's dialogue'. I should not myself distinguish sharply between Plato's Protagoras 
and the historical Protagoras; but the question is not relevant to the present discussion.) 

I shall inquire what the young Hippocrates wanted to learn from Protagoras, what 
Protagoras offered him in return, and why he did so. 

At 3i6b8 Socrates thus introduces Hippocrates to Protagoras: 

'I7rrOKpa'rrs o'8E Earrlv Pev rTOv E7TXCpi)ov, 'ATroXAAoLpov vos, oCKIas FEyaA) s -re Ka' 

Evsaltovos, avTos Tjv vailv aoKcEL EVclJLAAos EtavacL roLs 'ALKiraL&S. ETfOvtELv Se pILOL 
SOKEC EAAoytLc,os yevEOeaL ev T r 7TrAtE, TOVTO 8e otE'Tai ol platrT' a<v> yevE'Oat, el Cao 

a(vyyEvoTro 

Hippocrates is the son of a great and wealthy house, who wishes to make a name for 
himself in politics, and thinks that the best way of achieving his goal is to become a pupil of 
Protagoras. This was, of course, the principal reason why the wealthy Athenian young 
thronged to the sophists;l and after some pages of discussion, Protagoras proclaims that 
unlike other sophists he will not waste his pupils' time on arithmetic, astronomy, geometry 
or music, but will teach him ov rr7ept OAAoov oV - rTEpl ov 7KEt (318e5): 

6 8? pladrpad Eanv ev'SovXia 7TEpt r(vo OiKEIWV, O'TWS apara Trjv LavTov oLKLav OLKoL, tk/L 62)q EOrTWv EV/3OVALaL V'8rUTKL 

Kal 7TrpL Trcov r?j 7roAEodE , 7rcos ra -7s ,ro des $vvacraros av E,lr Kal rpdarrew KaL AEyEtv. 

To which Socrates replies (3 9a3): 

TApa, 71v Eyco, EITOatail aov rq) AoyO; o0KELSZ yap poL0t A1Eye T 7V TrrOv TOXKV TEXV7rV Kal 

V7TraXveiOat 7rotLEv avSpas ayaOovs rrotltras. 

Protagoras agrees that he means rroALm-c7) rte, and that he promises to make men ayaOol 
7oArrau. What Hippocrates wishes to learn, and what Protagoras claims to teach, appears 
to be a skill;2 and Socrates seems to be of the same mind: when Protagoras (3I8a6 ff.) 
promises Hippocrates that he will become fEATrov every day as a result of his instruction, 
Socrates, to 'clarify' Protagoras' position, asks a series of questions (3I8bi ff.) in which 

1 On this see, for example, my Merit and Respon- 2 For dyaOoi noAlxat, see Merit and Responsibility 
sibility (Oxford, I960) 226 ff. 226 ff. 



analogies are drawn with other r'Xvat, and Protagoras' 'subject' is evidently assumed to be 
a comparable skill. Socrates expresses his doubts whether the subjectis teachable (3Iga8 ff.), 
and adduces evidence from Athenian practice: when the Athenians are discussing technical 
matters in the Assembly, they only allow experts to speak, and no-one else, even if he be 
TraVV KaAOs .... Kal 7TrAovaco Kal Tiov yEvvwalv,3 could expect a hearing; but when they are 

taking counsel Trepl i-v Trjs TEroh'ACe oLtOLKa sS, anyone may address them, and no-one asks 
what qualifications he has for so doing. Evidently they do not suppose that one can be 

taught 7repl -rv rjs rrdX'Aecos otKr7aEWCos. Nor is it only the average Athenian who holds this 
view (319eI): 

d~& s Oo e ? Z w a ,! ^ \ o \ 3 .. n... 

AMa &I,a tGUiV ol uo-bdra-rot Kal apLarot Tjcv 7TroAiCOv ravT7rv 77)V apETrV 47v ExovaFv oVX 

oolO TE adoAAots rrapaSLt ovaL, 

Even talented individuals, and individuals who are talented in this very field, make no 
effort to teach their sons, or to have them taught by others, the skills in respect of which 

they are themselves aoqo (32oa); and Socrates concludes from his observations that aperT4 
is not &aK-ro'v. (He has, of course, demonstrated at most that it is not taught, not that it 
is not teachable; but this does not concern my present argument.)4 

Now even when Socrates is denying that ape-rr is t&aKcrov, he is nevertheless here treating 
it as a skill: it is Pericles' (oklia that he has not imparted, or been able to impart, to his 
sons; and that aorla is evidently his political skill, not his justice or any other 'co-operative' 
excellence. (Granted, Pericles' fear that Alcibiades would corrupt Cleinias is based on 
Alcibiades' incorrigible immorality; but I shall discuss this below.)5 Furthermore, when 
Socrates says that apE-r) is not S&aKTrov, he is controverting Protagoras' assertion that he 

teaches his pupil 7rEpt Tcov OLKE?'OV, 
^ 

TTo)g av dptarra rT)v aLVTOV oLKav S&OtKOL Kalt rTEpl TV rT77 

TOAEwEs, OSTW Tr TTrls TAroAEw SvvwarcTTaTos av E'Lr1 KaL 7TrpaTTEL Kal AEyELV; an assertion which 

Socrates himself glossed as teaching r-v 7roAoTtKv eV-T'Xv and making men into ayaovso 
roAiras. It would appear, then, that the apeT-4 of which Socrates is thinking, and which 

he is denying to be taught (or teachable), is identical with Protagoras' VroATtlK' TeyXV-q and 
that both are skills. 

This is not a surprising conclusion; but the usage of aper-' at this period is complex, 
confused and confusing. Traditionally, ape-r4 has denoted and commended excellences 
deemed most likely to ensure the success, prosperity and stability of the group, primarily 
that with which one feels oneself most closely associated, thereafter with a larger group 
(the 7o0Ats.), provided its interests do not conflict at the moment with those of the group to 
which primary loyalty is given; and these excellences have traditionally been 'competitive'. 
Up to this point in the discussion aperr' is evidently being used of such a competitive success- 
producing activity. In the later fifth century, however, apeTrr and adyaO6s began to be used 

by some Greeks to commend in addition the 'co-operative' excellences.6 The usage in part 
reflects, in part helps to cause, the turmoil of values still discernible in the surviving docu- 
ments of the late fifth and early fourth century; 7 a situation frequently exploited by Socrates 
in his arguments. (In this passage it facilitates Socrates' treating together the different 
deficiencies of Pericles' sons and Alcibiades.) The word aper~r is now applied to a much 

3 An interesting sidelight on the kind of qualities 'taught' and 'teachable' renders the discrepancy 
whose possession benefited the Athenian orator when more difficult to detect in Greek. 
general political questions were under discussion. 5 P. 5. 

4 He attempts to strengthen his argument at 3i 9b4 6 For the terms 'competitive' and 'co-operative 
by emphasizing the aoqt'a of the Athenians, the excellences' see Merit and Responsibility 6 ff.; and 
implication being that what they made no attempt 'Homeric Values and Homeric Society', JHS xci 
to teach cannot be teachable. (The irony of many (1971) 3 f.; and for loyalty to smaller and larger 
of Socrates' remarks does not affect the present groups, Merit and Responsibility 231 f., 236 ff. 
discussion.) The fact that 6taKTdro spans both 7 See Merit and Responsibility chapters ix to xiii. 
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wider range of qualities and activities than has previously been the case; the implications 
of such a usage, spanning the competitive and the co-operative, have not yet been explored; 
and all kinds of verbal confusion and/or sleight-of-hand are possible. The remainder of 
Protagoras' exposition illustrates one of the possibilities. 

Protagoras next (32oc8 ff.) relates his myth. When Epimetheus had failed to reserve 
any other form of defence for human beings, Prometheus KAeTTrELt 'H/aLaTrov Kal 'AOrqvais rqv 
EVTEXVOV ao(ttav avv Trvpl and gave it to mankind. 7rivjv uE'v oJv Trepl TOYv flOV arotav avOpwTros 

'TavT~ E(XEV, -rv ?8 7roXAt,r'7Krjv OVK fXEV XV yap rapa vu dAt (32 id). The e' ve of Hephaestus 
and Athena is a skill, or a corpus of skills; and 7ToAt7LKr) (Uoba is treated as something similar. 
But when Protagoras describes the precarious condition of men before the foundation of 
cities, able to practise the arts and crafts, but too weak to defend themselves against wild 
beasts, he adds the following (322b3): 

Kal 7) 8r]LjoUVpytK7j TEXV7r avros 7tpos K LEv rpofrnv iKav7j Jorlo6s )6 v, 7rpos os rov OTOV 

This passage too begins by treating as a like others; but if we 

ascribe to reX7X the same usage as our 'skill', 'art', 'craft', we shall surely be surprised by 
some of what follows. True, though we may find it a little odd that one should need the 

TrrOAtTKIo T7 E'XV to fight successfully against wild animals, we may reflect that in a city whose 
effective defence by land depended on the hoplite phalanx, by sea on the trireme, the 
training of each of which must have required much organisation and many regulations, 
such an attitude is explicable. (The statement may in fact be an inapposite projection 
back into primitive conditions of the proposition, entirely defensible in the context of a 
ro0Ats, that in the analysis of the functions of a city, TroAEtLKW1 falls under 7roAtTLK7.)8 Again, 

when we reach the statement that early men committed injustices against each other 
because they lacked TroALtLtK) reXvr, we may regard this as a characteristic example of Greek 
intellectualism; but when Protagoras informs us that Zeus cured this condition by sending 
to man ati&- re Kal S8K-q7, we must find the statement very odd indeed; for a8cs- bears no 
resemblance to anything which we should regard as a skill; and though &sKawav'v-q is 
elsewhere held to be a -eXvi,9 alSo never reappears in this guise.10 We cannot simply 
write this off as mythological language: even mythological language has to appear 
plausible to its readers; and though al8&s, and SLKr) in the sense of SoKatoaVw , are un- 
common in the Attic prose of the period, their usage would be entirely familiar from 
poetic diction. 

It seems unlikely that in the late fifth century the proposition that one could endow all 
mankind with the xrolAtlTKr TEYXVi by giving them al86s and 8'Ks/ was as implausible as 
rendering e'Xvn by 'art' or 'skill' would suggest. The range of reYXvr seems readily to allow 
it to be used of justice: a Polemarchus does not reply 'but &SKaLoarvvr isn't a reXv'', even 
when in a logical arropla (Republic 332C ff.). rEXv1q seems applicable to any activity which 
reliably attains to an end, however diverse the means to the different ends may be; and in 

8 Cf. Aristotle EN io94b2 ff. The passage quoted EN I I28bIo if., for not treating ali;so as an dperv7 
in the text itself indicates that such analyses already are even more cogent reasons against treating it as 
existed. a Te'xv1 if this be interpreted as 'skill'; and Aristotle 

9 E.g. Republic 332C ff. here reflects the common usage of at'loi;. 
10 Nor was it likely to do so. Aristotle's reasons, n See also Merit and Responsibility p. 241 (Io). 



the intellectual climate of the sophistic, it is a highly commendatory word.l2 In these 
circumstances, any kind of purposive activity of which the speaker approves may be dubbed 
a rEXyr' by him, and thus endowed with intellectual respectability; for no criteria of reXVi- 
hood exist before the Gorgias, and the definition there offered is not necessarily relevant even 
to later dialogues of Plato, and is certainly not relevant to those which are earlier. 

Protagoras' account may appear more plausible in Greek; but the range of -re'Xv has 

undoubtedly permitted him to equivocate. At 3I8e Protagoras was claiming to impart a 

success-producing skill: ev3ovAia, a'para StOLKELV, and -ra rrj- rr0AEwo SvvarLraTros . . . Kal 

7rpdarreT Kal 'yetv all commend success and efficiency, and raise no questions of al$8s re 

Kal 81K7; but now (322b ff.) TroAlTtK' TE'Xvi is that whose absence causes men to aSLKeZv 

dAAhAovs, and whose absence may be cured by endowing all with al8c`s TE Kal icKrq; for 

al80s Ire KaL SLKcq appear to be not merely necessary but also sufficient. (I shall discuss this 

point further below.) 
Protagoras now draws conclusions from the foregoing. All men must have alt6co and 

SiKr: oV yap av yevovro TroAEths otherwise. Accordingly (322d5 ff.) it is the Athenian 
custom to allow only a few-the experts-to discuss questions of apeTrq TEKTOVLKrj or any other 

8iWOUpytK E daperT; but when the discussion concerns rroAmTKd a'pern . . . Ev se a 8L SKatorov'v 

rrarav levat Kat aco4pocavrws, they very reasonably allow anyone to contribute, since it is a 
condition of the existence of cities that everyone should partake of this apeTrr. As an indica- 
tion that all mankind believes that everyone has a share in tLKaloarvvls Katl rC^s (AAMrs roAtrKCS 

aperTss, Protagoras points out that in the case of the other ape-rat men mock at or grow angry 
with anyone who pretends to be an dyaos avAjr7rj or to possess any other T'XVw, whereas 
even in the case of someone whom they know to be unjust they regard the admission of 
injustice as madness, though in the case of the inexpert flute-player they regarded it as 
mere acwqpoavvrj to acknowledge that one had no skill in playing the flute; for all must claim 
to be &KKatot whether they are so or not. 

Now the emotive charge on dperr- was much higher than that on re'Xv7 (though the use 
of re'vX, as I have already said, itself conveys approval); but an examination of Protagoras' 
exposition shows clearly that apeTr' and re'Xv1 are being used to denote the same kind of 
activities. 7TroAtTLK, -re'Xv and TroAtTK-q dapeTr have the same implications; but aperqTs 
TEKTovWK)S . . . ' A~ rTVO 8lJovpyutKrs employs apenr where re'Xvr, is usually employed. 
There is in one sense no reason to be surprised at the phrase apeTr? TEKTOVwK7: anything 
which is dyaOo may be said to have an dper4, so that the adya0o rTEKrTWV undoubtedly has a 
claim to possess apeTr' rTEKTOVrKo; but such uses of aper4 are unusual, and I shall argue below 
that the choice of the word here has an ascertainable motive.13 

But whether the activity is termed 7TroAlTtK) dapeTr or 7roAmwtK) T'?Xv, Protagoras is 

equivocating. 7roArmtKc1 apeTr, which is simply the excellence of the 'yaoa oTs roA?1s, and 
was a skill at 3 9a4, has now become largely an assemblage of co-operative moral excellences, 
said-very reasonably-to be necessary if there are to be cities at all. But to say that it is 
necessary to be just in order to be a citizen, while it presumably entails that it is necessary 
to be just in order to give advice on general political questions, since only a citizen would 
be permitted to do this, does not entail that it is sufficient to be just in order to give good 
advice, 'skilful' advice, on such questions, as Protagoras implies, for example at 323a5 ff.; 
for though Protagoras speaks there of 8siatoavvrj? re Kat rr-sg a'AAys 7roAmtc^s-r perTs, and 

though, as I shall try to show, the addition has a part to play in the case Protagoras is 
(illogically) putting, the rest of the paragraph is concerned only with justice; and Protagoras 
has claimed no more than that all mankind have been endowed with acoLs Tre Kal [Kq. 

12 Note Polus' dismay (Gorgias 462b5 ff.) at the word' renders the substitution of dperv for -eyr valid 
suggestion that rhetoric is not a -rexvi, but merely an in many contexts; and this renders substitution in 
(intellectually much less respectable) 4iejetpla. all cases easier. 

13 The fact that dperi is traditionally a 'success- 
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Furthermore, Protagoras' 'proof' (323a ff.) proves no more than the necessity for justice. 
It may well be true that, whatever the status of justice relative to other qualities in their 

society, it would be thought madness by most people at most times to proclaim one's 

injustice; but it is not apparent, whether in ancient Athens or anywhere else, that it is 
madness to say that one is unqualified to give an opinion on a question of general politics 
because one has neither the skill nor the necessary specialised knowledge to do so. (Even 
Pericles merely terms such a person aXpEZFo-, Thuc. ii 40.2.) Protagoras is confusing 
co-operative excellences with administrative and political skills. Whether he has motives 
for so doing, or is led to do so by a confusion of thought prevalent at the period, will be 
considered later. 

Protagoras now (323c5 ff.) offers a proof that vOAte K e xcE7) does not oe ocome to one vE 
but is pLraKTov: no-one is angry when men possess certain KaKa-ugliness, weakness, small 

stature--wuei or itv'x, nor does anyone admonish or teach or punish anyone in this 
condition, whereas they do punish, admonish and grow angry with those who lack the 
ayaOa which are thought to come E' co7TLrEAEtLas Kal aaK?7aEtw Kat LsaXrs-; and 71 aSltla Kal 

7 E dccTEELa Kal avArl8'&qv TaLV TO evavTLov Tl rO TTATpLKIs adpETrrj fall into this category. 
The argument is reasonable, and 'advanced' for its date; but it demonstrates no more 

than the need for co-operative excellences. Protagoras may hint at more with rrdv To 
evavTLov r7VS TroALTiLKr/ apETrs; but he has proved no more. We may perhaps be rather 

surprised to find the emphasis on the teachability of dpETr combined with the assertion that 
rTToATctK7) 7rvir is a gift from Zeus; for even if it was originally a gift from Zeus by special 
dispensation, surely Zeus does not send Hermes to endow each infant with alo8s' T Kal tLK 

individually. Surely it is now part of the essential nature of human beings that they possess 
alcis TE Kal Sl&K; so that we might expect Protagoras to hold that these qualities exist adiEL. 
One might, of course, hold that the capacity for al8S' TE Kam &K'1 existed bvaEt, but needed 
teaching to develop it; and Protagoras does indeed use ev0ve`raToS and civ's (327b8 and ci) 
in connection with learning flute-playing; but in the case of (v'ast too the presuppositions 
are more complex than might appear at first sight, as I shall endeavour to demonstrate 
below. 

The confusion between co-operative excellences and administrative skills continues. 
At 324a6 and b6 apET- is concerned primarily with co-operative excellences, and opposed 
to injustice (324a3, a6, a7, b2, etc.); but at 324C5 Protagoras sums up thus: 

W5s 'Eev oVv ELKOTWSr aTro8eXovTat ot aol 7TroAtra Kal XaAKEcos Kat (JrKVTrOTO6JOV 0vfovAevovTros 

Ta 7TOALTrKad, Kal onTt &aKrov Kac 7TapacKevaarTov 17 yovvrTat apETrOv, aTro8eeKTral crot, X 

ECwKpaTES9, tKCLVw', WS' yE /lot 'aLveTat. 

These are not separate 'proofs'. The appropriateness of all giving their advice in the 
assembly depends on their possession of this teachable apeTr4; and this consists in the 
possession of al8's and 8K-. 

In the next paragraph Protagoras returns to the question why ot ayaOoi have their sons 
taught everything that schoolmasters teach, and make them ao>oi' at this, 4v e avrol aperr7v 

ayaOol ov8evo5 fEATIovS' 7TOtOVaLv. 'Skill' seems to be in question; but Protagoras next 
asks Socrates-not in a MOosg but in a Aoyos-whether there is something which all the 
citizens must have if a city is to exist (324d7 ff.); and 

EL C ev yap EcTtv, Kal Trro eaOrTLv Tro eV OV TEKTOVtK7 OV8E XaAKcEta oV8E KEpaJ.LELa JAAa 
S&Katorvvr) Kal aWcpoav'v7 Kal Tro oaLov ETval, Kal avAA /3 8-v Ev avTro 7TpoaayopevW etvaa 

av8poS apeT.qv. 
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Once again Protagoras ends with a vague and unspecific phrase: the reader may begin to 

suspect that he is doing it on purpose. The other excellences are specifically co-operative; 
and the necessity of these alone has been demonstrated. But it was not for his co-operative 
excellences that Pericles was regarded as being supremely possessed of iroACr) dpETr ;14 
and it is not the absence of these that is imputed to his sons. It is true that the traditional 

apET7j of courage manifested in the successful defence of the ?o'Ats has not been mentioned. 
The necessity for the presence of this aper77 would have been generally conceded;15 but 
again, it was not Pericles' courage in battle that was his principal claim to apeTr'; political 
skill has been smuggled into the argument, entirely without justification. 

Protagoras continues by giving an account of Greek practice in imparting apEr-1. 
He argues that since it is teachable, and since people have their sons taught other things 
the lack of which is not punishable by death, it is unreasonable to suppose that they do not 
make every effort to have them taught those things for which (325b7) 7j T?E S4la OavaTro 

avTrwv Tos' 7ratorl Kat bvyal /rj7 /aCLovOat trf78e 0epar7TevOECtwv E,ls apeTrrv, and in addition to 
death confiscation of property and the utter destruction ofotKot. Here we are not concerned 
with political skill; for though Greeks sometimes took cruel vengeancel6 on unsuccessful 

politicians and generals, no such fate was likely to overtake a Greek for not taking an active 
role in politics: it is lack of justice and the other co-operative excellences that is relevant 
here. Protagoras insists that the subject is taught (325c6): from youth upwards nurse, 
mother, -Tratcaywyo's and the father himself make every effort 057cos- <> feATtacrTos E( O vaia, 
7Trap EKLLTOV Kal Epyov Kal Aoyov 88a&CKOVTES' Kal EV8EtKV L?EVOF OTt TO IJHeV &CKatov, TO oE aSKOV, 

KaL TOOE tEV KaAOV, TOO? OE acorXpOV, Kal TOO8E (EV OCLOV, T8OOE OSe voov, Kat Ta /eV mt?oE La oT 

, o77T oet. Next come teachers; and they devote more effort to securing the evKoartL'a 

of their pupils than to their learning their letters or cithara-playing. When they 
can read, the pupils (325e5 ft.) are given the works of 7mTOVpT-v ayaO6v to read, ev ots nroAAal 
JeV vovOrre v al o OrgOOl Kal cE7ravot Kal EyKoodUa rrAatnv advopav dya0dv, 
tvai o 7Tratse iAC V t tl c7Tat Kath opEyTraL TOLOVTO t yeveaOat. The citharistai behave similarly, taking 
the young to the poems of other o7rgora i ayaOoi, and (326bi) TOv'S pvO-ovs TE Kal ras Jpuovlas 
avayKa4ovatv oLKeLovU,aL TatS v calS TCOVf a7orv, t va 7qp?pTEpol TE WUv)W, Kat EvpvOLoTepot KaL 

EVap/LOLTTOTEpOl ytyVo6JE?vot Xp?7tL/JbOt WULV ELS TO AEyELV TE Kat iTpaTTeLv. Tas yap o L/os TOv avOpcTrov 

evpvOJLaS- TE Kal Evap/oucTtas' ofELTa. 

The evident subject here is co-operative excellences; but the passages quoted again 
illustrate one of the ambiguities in the Greek of the period on which Protagoras' exposition 
depends. To8e [Ev KaAov, Tro8e e ataXpov may seem to us to be concerned with co-operative 
excellences; but the words traditionally belong to the competitive field, and now span both; 
while the rraAaciv av3pCv adyaO0wv of the aya0ol ToiqrTal would certainly manifest competitive 

p.ET.17 Accordingly the idea of being a good leader in war and peace is implicit; and 
thits theof courcase-though not the logiccase-though not the logic of the case-that Protagoras is making. 
The contribution of the citharistai in rendering their charges epvO0orepot and evap/voaro- 
rEpot, while doubtless necessary, is certainly not sufficient to make one Xphaeios in speech 
and action, for wToAtTK-1 apeTr?i does not mean simply reliably doing what one is told, whether 

by a superior or by the laws: nothing could be further from the apET-r of a Pericles or a 
Themistocles. (The ayaGotl -rovrTal would in fact furnish only ideals and models of effective 
leadership in peace and war, and values rather than practical skills; but it is evident that 
at this time it was believed that practical skills could be learned from Homer and other 
admired poets;18 and this too would assist Protagoras' case.) 

The last stage of education, according to Protagoras, is supplied by the vo'kot (326c7 ff.): 
14 Cf. the implications of Gorgias 503c ff. Thuc. ii 65. See also Merit and Responsibility 
15 Its absence from the present argument may not 217(15). 

be accidental; see below, pp. io-i i. 17 See Merit and Responsibility, chapters iii, iv, viii. 
16 For example, Miltiades, Hdt. vi 136, Pericles, 18 Cp. Plato, Ion passim, Aristophanes, Frogs ioo6 ff. 
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ir'Atg al' Orso TE VaELOVS tW(XYKLLSE( fLcVOELV KaU KalL TOVTOVS S7)V KaTda ITapaL6ELtya. The 

practice is similar to that of school-teachers in furnishing examples of letters for their pupils 
to copy (326d5 f.-): cog 8' Ka' 7T 'ToALS' vq'.ovgS 57Toyp40aora, JyaWi0V Ka' 'rraAat7v vo/I?oETwv 

EVp7j(LCLL, KCL K TO VToVS o VCLYKCav 'KEt Kat aSpXEat og3 (v EKTOS' 3lLv 707 OV KOACLEU KClL 

ovofa T7 KOA CLUEL TaXVTfl L Tp' VfLV KalL a"AAo6t 7)ToAaXoV-, WS' EV'OVVOVU)S' 7T)s' 37sK, EVGvVa&. 

This too is designed to ensure the apEpT' of the citizen (326e2); and to make the passage 
logical it would be necessary to identify good administration with abiding by the laws. 
Now this is indeed the goal to which Plato aspires in the Laws; but it is not what Protagoras 
has in mind, and not the practice of Athenian democracy: Pericles would have received 
short shrift in Plato's Laws-state. Protagoras is once again confusing the proposition that 
it is necessary to be law-abiding in order to have ioArTLK-' a'PET77 with the proposition that 
it is sufficient. 

In the next paragraph Protagoras addresses himself to the question why T-Cv a'yaw-v 
7aTEpcoWV wTOAAOt VLELS' E^ LvA0 y'yvovTat. His answer is that it depends on the innate aptitudes 
of the sons (EV3,v4`raroS', afV S', 327b8, ci): after all, if flute-playing were as important as 
apET4, and everyone paid as much attention to imparting it as they now do to imparting 
justice, the aya6ot av'A-?al would not necessarily be the sons of aiyaWot avX-gTat'. The analogy 
suggests that a&pE-r4 is once again being regarded as a skill; but up to 328a8 at least Protagoras 
is evidently concerned with ca3&Kla (though at 327b2 he uses another vague tKaltooV`V-q Kat 

CLPET,7). 

Protagoras now returns to his own professions as a teacher. At 319e5 if. he claimed to 
teach -Rj'v VTOALTLKq%V TEXVqV, in terms which suggested a skill; but subsequently maintained 
that everyone possesses aL&O'M and &CK-I7 (or the capacity for ad&8S'g and 3bKeq), and that all 
teach a'pET,7 interpreted as &itKatoovr'Vq, with which VlATtKAu'u TE'Xv'I now appears at least on 
some occasions to be identified; and sketched an excellent account of the 'socialisation' of 
the young in a Greek state. Evidently Protagoras must now attempt to define his own 
contribution; and we might expect him to state that he teaches political and administrative 
skills to those whom the institutions and practices of the state have already rendered 
&LKatLot.19 

What he actually says (328a8) is that though all teach aJpET-, KaLV Et 0ACyov EUTtV Tts' 

OTS S4pEL fl[Lwv lTO3/atcL ELS' aLpET7)V, ayvaT7J-TOV. u'Ov EU'y'o/atJJvt at8aE0Vw 

(XV TWYV (XAAWV aXv0PflW'7-v Ov'77at' TLvaX 'TTOS' TO KaLAO'V KatL aya0'Wv yEvE`oLYEat. 

In these lines,' Protagoras is undoubtedly trying to give the impression that what he 
does is essentially the same as what citizens-in-general do; and they impart 3uKatoaV`irq and 
the co-operati've excellences (according to Protagoras' account). But he concludes 
(328c3 if.): 

TotoV3-TO'v Uoro, E`0l), cb 2I7WKpaT1ES', EyWi Kat% /vWOOV Ka&' Ao'yov Ep7)KaL, (jig 8t&aKTO'V a'peT-) 
't "AO-qvaZot o'Vy cOT el WV OaXv"-WaYTOV TOJV LL'yaGW 1vT(XTE' wv 0atA~VovC VEt K( a vao OTCL)S' -7YOVVTaXt, Ka(XTL V c Ui r 'i Ls 

)/LyVEo6(at KaLt TWJ_V oa(XAwv auyaXGoV`S, EI7TEtL Ka(X w' Ho0AVKAEc"TOV V"E^tCS', lcapa4AOV Ka(XL Lf(av01t1TO7V 

OV-SE c7AtKLW(t 0VV lTPO'S' TO'V 7T(aTE'pa ElcXlv, Ka(XL aAAot XAAWov 8)1LOptovpy 

Here the analogy suggests that skill is once again in the forefront of Protagoras' mind, 
as does the allusion to Pericles' sons; for lack of justice is not the complaint against them. 
Again, it is difficult to suppose that Protagoras taught, or thought that he taught, to young 
Athenian atyaXGoL merely the nature of the Athenian legal system20 and how best to obey it. 

To the end of the exposition, then, the proposition that it is necessary for an active 
19 Comp are and contrast Gorgias' position, Gorgias seems to suggest that written laws are more in 

456a7 if. Protagoras' mind. 
20 Or customs, since v6/tog spants both;- but 326c7 if. 
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politician to be just and law-abiding is confused with the proposition that it is sufficient for 
an active politician to be just and law-abiding. In the course of my discussion I have 
tried to indicate the vagueness of terminology (and hence, of course, the ideas and pre- 
suppositions which the terms reflect and carry) which renders such a confused exposition 
more plausible in Greek. In conclusion, I wish to consider whether Protagoras is a mere 
prisoner of his language, or in this sophistic 7Tl8etL6S he is in fact using words with great 
rhetorical skill as a captatio benevolentiae addressed to as many sections of the Athenian public 
as possible. (We need not debate the extent to which it makes sense to discuss the intentions 
of a Protagoras who is a character in a dialogue written by someone else: it suffices to 
indicate the likely effect of the language on certain types of Athenian.) 

Protagoras was the greatest and most influential of the first generation of sophists, an 

entirely new phenomenon in Greece. Plato and Aristophanes portray the sophists as 
dangerous but attractive. Attractive, certainly, to some; but many Athenians must have 
found them simply dangerous. In Athens as in other Greek states, a restricted number of 
families of ayaOoi (not the a'yaot' as a whole) had traditionally taken a prominent active 

part in politics. These were the repositories of political wisdom; and their older members, 
at least, must have resented the wandering 'foreign' teachers who claimed to be able to 
teach what was necessary to succeed in politics in any city. (The younger members 
doubtless flocked to the sophists, along with others who could afford to do so: we may note 

Protagoras' claim, 316c7, to attract rcov veWv rovs fEAXraLovs away from their former 
associations; for 3e'Artorot certainly has socio-political overtones.) Again, many of the 
poorer citizens must have had suspicions of the likely political effect of the expensive 
education, which only the wealthier members of society could afford,2' offered by the 
sophists. Such suspicions would have to be allayed; and I shall endeavour to show how 
Protagoras tries to allay them; but Hippocrates is one of the wealthy young, oi'Ktas uEcyaAYs 
KaL evSaLlovos, who wishes to become cAAoyqos ... . . v rj troAe; so that Protagoras can 
declare frankly to him that he will teach him ov Vrep AAov 'rov 7 rept ov ?7KEL. He wants 
to acquire TroAT&K ' rxvr,, lToAt-rcKuo aperT, a skill which will enable him to succeed in politics; 
and the ends to which the ayacWos wished to direct this skill are apparent from other Platonic 
dialogues.22 The poorer citizens might well be suspicious. 

Socrates then challenges Protagoras to prove that aperT' is SaKTotv; and offers as his 
reason for not believing in its teachability not an analysis of the nature of appe'r and a doubt 
that one could teach any such thing, but the empirical observations mentioned above. 
Whatever Plato's motive for this, the effect is to enable Protagoras' speech to draw on all 
the vagueness of a'per4 (and re'Xv-r). The Er18EetLs. which follows is not directed at 
Hippocrates, and is the kind of utterance which might well have been made by a newly 
arrived sophist with the suspicions of a mass audience in mind:23 a necessary precaution in 
a democracy, for even if most of the inhabitants could not afford the sophist's full course of 
instruction, they had votes and could expel a stranger whom they suspected. Now TroAtmrKY 
'eExvr is represented as being the possession of atScs- and 8 lKr-which all would suppose 
themselves to possess-while a skilful disposition of vague phrases such as r71s a!AAqs 7roAtmtKY/s 

aperrjs (323a6) hints that, of course, his hearers really have the whole of TroAlrtKI rEXvn in its 
full sense too. Protagoras does not express as a formal proposition 'it is sufficient to have 
ac8ws and 8CtK-7 to have the TOAT tK' t'exi; he simply uses the demonstrable necessity of 
atSg and S'K-q, coupled with the ambiguities and vagueness of aper' and Texvq, to create 
in his hearers' minds the notion that they all have 7ToAITlK aperT- or relXV with all the 
implications of those terms. His E'$1Tet:ts is an exercise of high rhetorical skill. 

The nature of the supposed audience may well explain the surprisingly minor role of 
21 Cf. Socrates' ironical regret that he did not hear 22 Cf. Meno in Meno 71e2, 73c9, 77b4, 781. 

Prodicus' fifty-drachma, but only the one-drachma, 23 It may well have been modelled on an emSet~t? 
ermSett?, Cratylus 384b. of Protagoras known to Plato. 
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courage and warlike skill in Protagoras' exposition. The manifest importance of successful 
defence of the city 'if there are to be cities at all' had traditionally given courage exercised 
in ensuring the city's victory in war a pre-eminent place among the aperal; but here, apart 
from a mention at 322b4, where the enemy are wild beasts, it does not appear in the 
discussion, though it is there said to be part of rroAmTtK7) TE'XVq. The reason may be that 

Protagoras is emphasising qualities which all must possess 'if there are to be cities', and 
warlike dpernj was traditionally the prerogative of the wealthier members of society who 
could purchase their own hoplite-armour, those, that is, who were socially, politically, and 
militarily aya6oi, in contrast with the mass of the KaKo.24 

TEKTOvLK7 dapEr7, I suspect, has its part to play here too. I have already said that the 
phrase is justifiable but unusual. No cE'Kwv had apE-rr unqualified, for this was the mark 
of the traditional aya0's, the man of wealth and social position. But such an expression as 
apeTrrl TEKTOVLKTj could be employed by the democratic theorist of the day to demonstrate 
that all artisans who were cayaOol TEXvtTal, good at their reXVy7, had an ape7rq arising from 
their possession of a TEXv; and an apeTrr, moreover, which rendered them qualified, as 
others (including those who were ayaOoi tout court) were not, to address the Assembly on 
certain subjects. The apEral differ with the r'Xvat; but if one can then argue that all have 
atcogs and 8lK-, and that these constitute (an) cpeTr which, being essential to the existence 
of cities, is 7TOALTLK; use the vagueness of reXvr to represent al8cs and SlK-7 as 7roATLK') eXVr]; 
and the vagueness and range of both aperTr and e'XV'q to imply that all possess all the skills 
and qualities which these terms are capable of denoting and commending; then the 

resulting picture is one that anyone who was not dyaods in terms of the traditional evaluation 
would be likely to applaud, and one which should increase his confidence in speaking in the 
assembly on matters of general politics.25 

Bait for a different group is furnished by ov bv'acE aAAa saLaKTOV (323c5) and ^ etLCLEAcEas 
Kal aaKr7aew KaI SSajs' (323d6), which contrast with qoVals (and in 323dI also with Tv'1X) 
other means whereby aya0a and KaKa come to human beings. As I have tried to show 
elsewhere,26 in the earlier fifth century vtaLs denoted and, where the birth was high, 
commended, all the qualities with which the Greek was endowed, or was believed to be 
endowed, by his being born into a particular family with a particular social status; so that 
it served to reinforce the effects of traditional apeTrj. Certain sophists and Presocratic 
philosophers, however, insisted that practice gives more than good iSv'oLs gives (Epicharmus 
B33); that more have become ayaOol from training than from vuas. (Democritus B242, 
cf. Critias Bg); and even that long practice in the end becomes (ca s, or that bvaLs and 
teaching are much the same, for teaching moulds the individual, and in so doing it imparts 
vtats to him.27 Anyone who was not dya0&s 'Vaal-the majority of the citizens of Athens, 

or any other Greek state-would be pleased to learn that he could become ayaOos also by 
training, or even acquire a new, improved voatls, a word rendered very attractive by its 
traditional implications. Such a promise must have gained the sophists much good will 
and custom from those who, while not belonging to the families traditionally prominent in 
politics, now aspired to take an active part (and could afford sophistic education). 

This group requires further definition. For most purposes, cayaOo could be regarded, 
in traditional terms, as being coextensive with the hoplite class; but by no means all members 
of that class belonged to families prominent in politics; and Athens' increased wealth in the 

24 The importance of Athens' navy had little effect 27 The fact that all methods of learning are 
on this situation. See Merit and Responsibility I97 if. opposed to (pvact may help to emphasize their 

25 A confidence which might otherwise be absent; resemblances rather than their differences, and to 
cf. my Moral Values and Political Behaviour in Ancient encourage still further the tendency to treat both 
Greece (London, 1972) 140. moral excellences and skills as TzXvaL. 

26 See From the Many to the One (London and Ithaca, 
N.Y., 1970) 79 ff., 94 ff. 



fifth century must have added to the numbers qualified to serve as hoplites. Some of the 
sophists' pupils were drawn from families that had traditionally been prominent politically; 
for example, Critias; but many must have been drawn from families who could afford such 
an education-and could accordingly be regarded as ayaoli-but were not sons of old 
political families.28 otv va? E dAAad SSaKTov must have been a most attractive idea to such 
young men; but the idea is, of course, not so socially egalitarian as might at first sight 
appear to be the case. 

The egalitarian and democratic effect is much reinforced here by the insistence of 
Protagoras (unlike the other writers mentioned, sofar as can be ascertained from surviving 
fragments) that everyone engages in this kind of teaching; but Protagoras' own role is now 
rather difficult for him to define. Since he has striven to give the impression that all teach 
the vToAX1rLK'rj -XxV, and indeed in a sense already possess it, he cannot say that he will 

impart a skill which is different in kind from that which is imparted by the average Athenian, 
or average Greek. He can only say that it is to be welcomed if anyone is better than the 
average at bringing people to adpEr, and that he is one of these. (This mode of expression 
might be designed to mollify the traditional acya6oi or KaAol Kayaol t 7r wTOTAcLKa, in the sense 
of the politically active families, whose elder members believed that they too excelled 
in this.) 

Protagoras' e7r'ScELtLS thus contains something for everyone. It is, however, a smoke- 
screen, a captatio benevolentiae, a 7rpo&aXrca: a Trpo'aXrlx/a of a kind similar to that which he says 
he will not use in 3 I6c5, a passage which is on the face of it a long, rambling and irrelevant 
speech. It is, in fact, I suggest, one of the numerous ironies of this dialogue: Plato portrays 
the sophist proclaiming that he will not do what he forthwith spends a considerable portion 
of the dialogue in doing. The 7rpo?oXry/ja was needed. As Protagoras says (316c5 ff.), 
{evov . . . av8pa Kat ovTa Elts TroAcEs /pEyaAas, Kact ev rcraiats TretOov-ra rc-v vecov TovS EArLcrTovS 

a7rroAetroTovTas as ToV XAAojv avvovutasK, Kat O1KEtWV KatL O6VEltWV Ka TTpeapvrepwCOv Kac vecorepWoV 

Eavro aovvelvat WS /3EATlrovs EaoVevovs ?ta 'r?v EcavTov (jrvvovatav xpri evAa3EtrOa Trov ravra 

rpdarrovra. He says that he will offer no such TrpooaX-7La as others have done, who pretended 
not to be sophists; for they did not escape the notice of -rovg Svvap,evovs ev TaZs Tro'AEU 

TrparLrEv (3 I 7a3); while one need not trouble about 'the many', for they ov8ev acrOavovTat ;27 

so that 7rpoorXjrtzara are in the one case fruitless, in the other, unnecessary. Now it is true 
that Protagoras' 7TrpoUXspa is different: he does admit he is a sophist; but the whole of his 
long cKrISett is, I suggest, a Trpo'oarxa nonetheless, and a very necessary one. To reassure 
the mass of the citizens that what he was doing was 'democratic', and essentially the same 
as they did every day, was prudent. Both the traditional political families and the poorer 
Athenians had grounds for suspicion: the sophists were offering training in political skills 
to those who could afford to pay, not all of whom belonged to the old political families; and 
the ape'rr which the sophists imparted had, like traditional apetr", implications which were 
far from democratic.30 

A. W. H. ADKINS 
The University, Reading 

28 Cf. Moral Values and Political Behaviour in Ancient select audience of dyaOot. The eni6etii, on the 
Greece 64 f., I Io. other hand, is suitable for general consumption. 

29 He is here, of course, speaking to a small and 30 See Merit and Responsibility chapters x and xi. 
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